Hybrid compensation control for affine TSK fuzzy control systems.
The paper proposes a way of designing state feedback controllers for affine Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) fuzzy models. In the approach, by combining two different control design methodologies, the proposed controller is designed to compensate all rules so that the desired control performance can appear in the overall system. Our approach treats all fuzzy rules as variations of a nominal rule and such variations are individually dealt with in a Lyapunov sense. Previous approaches have proposed a similar idea but the variations are dealt with as a whole in a robust control sense. As a consequence, when fuzzy rules are distributed in a wide range, the stability conditions may not be satisfied. In addition, the control performance of the closed-loop system cannot be anticipated in those approaches. Various examples were conducted in our study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control design approach. All results illustrate good control performances as desired.